Abstract-In this paper, we employ a stochastic geometry model to analyze the transmission capacity of the Decode-andForward (DAF) cooperation scheme in an overlaid wireless network where a primary (PR) network and a secondary (SR) network coexist together. The PR users employ DAF scheme and have a higher priority to access the channel, whereas the SR users use only direct transmission. Because of the fact of coexistence, the interference from SR network seriously affects the performance of PR network. Assuming that simultaneous transmitters in both networks are randomly located in space according to Poisson point processes, we develop outage probabilities for both DAF and direct transmission schemes in both deterministic and Rayleigh fading channels. By defining transmission capacity in terms of the outage probability, a desired data rate and the density of transmissions, we further quantify transmission capacities for both schemes. It shows that the use of cooperative transmission achieves much better reliability and a larger transmission capacity than the use of direct transmission in the PR network. Furthermore, such performance gain can be manipulated to increase the transmission capacity of the SR network without deteriorating the performance of the PR network. Numerical results also demonstrate the significant improvement on the transmission capacity by using cooperative transmission.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative transmission (CT) has recently attracted much attention as an effective technique to combat multi-path fading and enhance receiver reliability in wireless communication systems. The key feature of cooperative transmission is to encourage single-antenna devices to cooperatively share their antennas such that a virtual antenna array can be constructed, thereby, enabling performance to be significantly boosted. However, existing work more focuses on reception reliability (i.e., BER) and energy issues; the potential of the transmission capacity of cooperative networks has not been fully explored.
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MAC scheduling and power consumption, Weber et al. in [2] derive simple expressions for both upper and lower bounds on the transmission capacity using a stochastic geometry approach. Taking one step further, Weber et al. [3] and Toumpis et al. [4] address the impact of channel fading on the network capacity and argue that fading can actually reduce the transmission capacity. All the above results only focus on direct transmission. However, this fundamental problem for a general cooperative network is still open.
Meanwhile, due to the fact that most of the available spectrum is poorly utilized which causes a shortage of spectrum for new wireless services, cognitive radio has emerged as a promising technique to enable secondary (SR) networks to coexist with licensed primary (PR) networks. In such an overlaid wireless network, PR users have a higher priority to access the spectrum and SR users need to operate conservatively such that the interference does not negatively affect the service quality of PR network. Motivated by [5] that the total transmission capacity of the two networks (PR and SR networks) can be significantly boosted over that of a single network, we further introduce a cooperative transmission scheme into overlaid wireless networks and investigate its performance gain on transmission capacities in both PR and SR networks.
The contribution of this paper is two-fold: first, we investigate the average interference performance through the stochastic geometry model and then use it to obtain outage probabilities and transmission capacities for both direct transmission and the Decode-and Forward (DAF) cooperation scheme. Second, we show that such performance gain can be manipulated to increase the transmission capacity of the SR network without deteriorating the performance of PR network.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an overlaid wireless network in Fig. 1 where a network of PR users and a network of SR users coexist in the same physical region. The primary network employs cooperative transmission and since it is a licensed network, PR users have a higher priority to access the channel. Whereas in the secondary network, unlicensed SR users use only direct transmission to communicate. Due to the fact of coexistence, interference from one network will affect another. Especially, we are interested in the interference brought from SR users to PR users. The motivation for introducing cooperative transmission into the primary network is to further achieve performance gain that cooperative transmission can bring to PR users as well as the benefits brought to SR users.
978-1-4244-6404-3/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE Both deterministic and Rayleigh fading channels are considered. The co-channel interference behavior is clearly presented by the stochastic geometry model. Simultaneous transmitters in both PR and SR networks are modeled by two independent homogeneous Poisson point process with density λ PR and λ SR , respectively. In order to simplify the interference behavior, we assume λ PR λ SR , where the interference is dominated by simultaneous SR transmitters in the network. This is a sensible assumption, because the number of PR transmitters is expected to be much less than that of SR transmitters due to high admission requirements to limit the number of PR users to ensure their reception quality. In the rest of paper, we simply use λ I to denote the density of simultaneous interferers.
In order to evaluate the performance of a more practical distributed network, we assume that all the transmitters are using ALOHA-type [6] transmission without centralized scheduling. However, time schedules between two networks are fully synchronized. Compared with the time schedule of direct transmission in Fig. 1 , cooperative transmission shares one time slot (T) with two orthogonal channels and has a source transmitting its signals to both relay and destination in one phase (T/2), and then the relay forwarding the signals to the destination in a second phase. The destination can employ a variety of techniques to combine and decode the received signals from both the source and relay.
III. TRANSMISSION CAPACITY FOR DETERMINISTIC CHANNEL
In this section, we first derive the capacity of cooperative transmission and then compare its performance with direct transmission. We assume that all PR and SR transmitters within the network use the same transmission power P t to transmit over the same distance d between a source and a destination and P n is the noise power. The wireless link between the nodes i and j is modeled as a
, where d ij is the distance between the nodes i and j, represents the large-scale behavior of the channel gain and α is the path-loss exponent.
A. Direct Transmission
As compared with cooperative transmission, we start our analysis with a simple transmission strategy where direct transmission is adopted by PR users. To establish a baseline performance for direct transmission, the maximum average mutual information between the source and the destination in this network scenario is given by
where the interference is dominated by SR transmitters. In order to simplify the notation, we directly use Φ to represent the set of simultaneous interferers from SR users. The outage event for a desired transmission data rate R in bit/s/Hz is given by I D < R and the outage probability satisfies
where
Pt . According to [7] , the moment generating function (MGF) of X is derived as
is incomplete gamma function and λ I is the density of interferers. When α = 4, we can get a closed form expression for probability density function (PDF) of X via inverse Laplace transform
then the corresponding cumulative density function (CDF) of X is
where erfc is the complementary error function. So the outage probability for direct transmission (DT) is
and the transmission capacity of PR users using direct transmission is given by
where R is a desired transmission data rate, λ is average density of successful simultaneous transmissions and P out is outage probability.
B. Cooperative Transmission
The PR users actually employ the Decode-and-Forward (DAF) transmission scheme which allows the relay to decode the signals from the source, re-encode and retransmit the signals to the destination. Specifically, we consider here the Selection Decode-Forward scheme [8] . If the relay node cannot successfully decode the signals from the source, the source simply repeats its transmission directly to the destination (same as direct transmission); otherwise, the relay forwards what it received from the source using decode-forward.
Let
where q(R) = (2 2R − 1) can be derived from direct transmission and is analogous to (1) . As can be seen from the first condition of (8), when the link between the source and the relay is so poor that the relay is not able to decode, there is no diversity gain can be achieved and the source is repeating its transmission during this phase. The second condition corresponds to the case when the relay can decode and repeat the source transmission, thus obtaining the secondorder diversity gain through CT. Therefore, choosing a proper relay to guarantee the link quality is critical in achieving good system performance.
A closed form expression of outage probability for cooperative transmission can be obtained as
Pt . The mathematical detail of (9) is provided in Appendix-A and the transmission capacity of PR users using cooperative transmission is given by
Theorem 1: For a receiver in the PR network, the reliability gain g, which is defined as the ratio of outage probability achieved by using cooperative transmission to that achieved by using direct transmission, is shown as
Proof : See Appendix-B. It is worth noting that (11) can be achieved only when a small data rate R is applied to achieve a low error rate. In general, Theorem 1 tells us the use of cooperative transmission achieves much better reliability (outage performance) than use of direct transmission. For example, for the case where the distance between a source and a destination d s,d = 1, the relay is in the middle between the source and destination d r,d = 0.5, the data rate R = 1bit/s/Hz and the path loss exponent α = 4, the reliability gain g is 0.42, which means the outage probability can be reduced up to 58% for PR users when using cooperative transmission. Such reliability gain can be further improved when the relay closes to the destination and will be verified by numerical results in Section V.
Theorem 2: In achieving the same QoS requirement, using cooperative transmission in PR network can significantly increase the number of simultaneous SR transmitters by
, as compared with the primary network using direct transmission.
Proof : Due to the space limitation, the proof is omitted here and can be referred from the similar method in Appendix-B.
IV. TRANSMISSION CAPACITY FOR RAYLEIGH FADING
CHANNEL In order to find the channel fading impact on network capacity, we further derive transmission capacities for two schemes under a fading channel scenario. The channel model is assumed as a ij = 
A. Direct Transmission
The outage probability for direct transmission can be derived as
Since |h i,j | 2 is an exponential random variable with unit mean, the moment generating function (MGF) of X is derived as
where E is the expectation. When α = 4, the closed form expression for the probability density function (PDF) of X via inverse Laplace transform can be derived as
Since
, then the outage probability can be expressed asp Finally, we have the outage probability for PR users using direct transmissioñ
where β =
−t dt is incomplete gamma function and K v (z) is modified Bessel function of second kind. The derivation of (16) can be found in Appendix-C. Then the transmission capacity of PR users using direct transmission is given byC
B. Cooperative Transmission Lemma 3: (J. N. Laneman et al. [9] ). Let w = u + v, where u and v are independent exponential random variables with parameters ρ u and ρ v , respectively. Then the CDF
Similar as the non-fading case, we derive a closed form expression for cooperative transmissioñ
16 . The mathematical detail of (18) is provided in Appendix-D and the transmission capacity of PR users using cooperative transmission is given bỹ
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS We assume that transmission power for both PR and SR users is P t = 10, the noise power P n = 1, the desired data rate R = 0.3bit/s/Hz, path loss exponent α = 4, the transmission distance between a source-destination pair is d = 1. Motivated by the fact that the best relay is located on the line between the source and destination pair, we choose three different relay candidates in our analysis and use η =
ds,r d s,d
to define the normalized location of the relay. As can be seen in Fig. 2  (a) , the outage probabilities for both cooperative and direct transmission increase monotonically with the transmission density of interferers from the SR network. In addition, PR users employing cooperative transmission achieves much better performance than that employing direct transmission.
By contrast, even though outage performance deteriorates as transmission density rises, transmission capacity shows a upper trend in Fig. 2 (b) . Furthermore, it is clear that fading actually has negative effect on system performance in which the outage probability and transmission capacity perform worse than that in non-fading case. Fig. 2 (c) shows the transmission capacity of the SR network in the scenario of different target outage probability achieved by PR users using different schemes. It further verifies Theorem 2 that the use of cooperative transmission in the PR network can also increase transmission capacity of the SR network.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have employed a stochastic geometry model to analyze the transmission capacity of the Decode-and-Forward (DAF) cooperation scheme in an overlaid wireless network. It has shown that the use of cooperative transmission achieves much better reliability and a larger transmission capacity. Furthermore, such performance gain can be manipulated to increase the capacity of the SR network without deteriorating the performance of the PR network.
